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A plasma formed by the action on a gas of monochromatic radiation whose frequency
corresponds to the energy of a resonance transition in the atom is studied. The elementary
methods of creating and studying a plasma of this type are analyzed. The kinetics of formation of a
photoresonance plasma is studied, including collision processes with participation of excited
atoms leading to formation of molecular ions and highly excited atoms, processes of stepwise
ionization and triple recombination, and radiative processes. A photoresonance plasma is
characterized by a high electron density with a relatively low electron temperature; for this reason
the condition of ideality is more easily violated in a plasma of this type. Some ways of utilizing a
photoresonance plasma are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the methods of creating a plasma involves the
action of optical resonance radiation on a gas. This method
was first realized by Mohler and Boeckner,' who observed
the formation of ions upon irradiating cesium vapor with
resonance radiation. Thus they established the possible oc-
currence in the gas of the process of associative ionization, in
which an electron and a molecular ion are formed by colli-
sion of excited and unexcited atoms, so that the energy need-
ed for ionizing the atom is released through formation of a
molecular ion. Studies of photoresonance plasmas (PRPs)
began with the study of Morgulis, KorchevoT, and
Przhonskii2 in 1967. By illuminating cesium vapor with res-
onance radiation to obtain a gas with a high concentration of
excited atoms, they found as a result that a plasma is formed
with a rather high concentration of charged particles. Since
the ionization energy of the cesium atom (3.89 eV) exceeds
by more than twofold the energy of a resonance photon (1.39
or 1.45 eV), this result indicated a complex, multistep char-
acter of the kinetics of the ionization of cesium atoms under
the conditions studied. The subsequent detailed studies of
this kinetics3"5 have permitted obtaining rich information on
the mechanisms and rates of processes involving excited
atoms.

The formation of a photoresonance plasma is accompa-
nied by various phenomena that occur in gases. Thus, the
ionization of a gas under the action of resonance optical radi-
ation is one of the fundamental mechanisms of formation of
an ionization wave in the gas, which propagates upon apply-

ing an external electric field.6 This same mechanism plays
the decisive role in the phenomenon of ionization of a gas
ahead of the front of a strong shock wave in the gas.7 Irradia-
tion of a gas with optical resonance radiation is used as one of
the methods of preliminary ionization of the active medium
of high-pressure molecular lasers.3 This enables one to cre-
ate a plasma homogeneous throughout the volume, while
avoiding the factors that favor the development of instabili-
ties and spatial inhomogeneities of the active medium.3 The
stated method of creating a high-density plasma homoge-
neous throughout the volume has attracted the attention of
investigators also in connection with the problem of heating
thermonuclear targets with beams of light ions.8 In this case
the ionization of the gas under the action of resonance radi-
ation enables one to create for a short time an extended plas-
ma channel, which serves for transport of the ion beam to the
target, while hindering electrostatic repulsion of the ions.9

The potentialities of study of photoresonance plasmas,
as well as the set of their applications, have been expanded by
the invention of frequency-tunable lasers. On the one hand,
this has enabled considerable increase in the fluxes of reso-
nance radiation transmitted through the gas, and on the oth-
er hand, study of the processes that occur upon optical exci-
tation of various states of the atom. The photoresonance
plasma formed by using tunable lasers is used as a nonlinear
element in frequency transformation of laser radiation,10 as
a source of ions of a given type,""13 etc.

The set of phenomena that occur in a photoresonance
plasma is closely bordered by the optogalvanic effect, which
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consists in a change in the electrical properties of a gas-dis-
charge plasma or flame (e.g., the volt-ampere characteris-
tics) when acted on by optical resonance radiation.14 The
optogalvanic effect is used for determining trace impurities
of elements in a gas, in studying the mechanisms of elemen-
tary processes in a gas-discharge plasma, in controlling the
parameters of a gas-discharge plasma for transmission and
processing of information, and as a detection method in laser
spectroscopy with superhigh sensitivity.

The process of multistep ionization of atoms opens up
broad possibilities. The use for this purpose simultaneously
of several frequency-tunable lasers enables one to transfer an
appreciable number of atoms of a certain type to a given
highly excited state. This technique, usually based on using
atomic beams, is applied for detecting individual atoms, for
detecting submillimeter radiation, for generating coherent
radiation in the UHF range (maser), and in experiments on
laser isotope separation.15 The identification of highly excit-
ed atoms is performed by ionizing them in an external elec-
tric field. Here one uses the sharp dependence of the ioniza-
tion probability in a field of given intensity on the effective
value n* of the principal quantum number of a highly excited
atom. The ions formed by ionization are extracted from the
system by applied fields.

The properties and specifics of a photoresonance plas-
ma are associated with the processes that occur in them.
Thus a photoresonance plasma whose properties are deter-
mined by elementary collision-radiation processes, is natu-
rally distinguished from a laser plasma, in which the trans-
formation of the energy of the laser radiation into the energy
of plasma particles results from the excitation of collective
motions in the plasma.

At the same time it seems natural to classify as a photo-
resonance plasma one formed by the action on a gas of radi-
ation having a frequency that does not necessarily corre-
spond to a resonance transition, but also to transitions
between ground and highly excited states, or transitions
between two excited states. In all objects of this type, the
fundamental ionization mechanism is collisional processes
involving excited atoms (more rarely—molecules).

This review will analyze the current status of studies of
photoresonance plasmas, information will be presented on
the properties and parameters of this object, and problems
will be discussed involving the application of photoreson-
ance plasmas in the technique of physical experimentation
and in applied fields.

2. TYPES OF PHOTORESONANCE PLASMAS AND METHODS
OF PREPARING THEM

2.1. Photoresonance non-laser plasmas

The most convenient method of obtaining a photore-
sonance plasma not involving the use of laser radiation con-
sists in irradiating a gaseous substance with a gas-discharge
lamp filled with the same substance. Here the parameters of
the photoresonance plasma are determined by the intensity
of the resonance radiation emitted by the lamp. The most
interesting results have been obtained in cases in which the
lamp is characterized by a high coefficient of transformation
of electrical energy into energy of resonance radiation. Thus,
in the pioneer study,1 a quasistationary plasma with an elec-
tron density iVe ~1012 cm"3 and an electron temperature

Te ~ 103 K was formed upon irradiating Cs vapor at a pres-
sure of 10~2-10~' Torr with a cesium gas-discharge lamp.
The radiation of the lamp corresponded to the spectral range
A>600 nm. The bulk of the energy of the radiation of the
lamp was contained in the lines at/I = 894.3 and 852.1 nm,
corresponding to the 62S-6 2P resonance transitions. A de-
tailed mass-spectrometric analysis showed' that the main
type of ions in this plasma is the atomic ion Cs+. This indi-
cates a complex character of the kinetics of ionization in the
photoresonance cesium plasma; in particular, this implies
that the process of associative ionization in the collision of
two resonance-excited Cs atoms (62P) is not the fundamen-
tal ionization channel.1 As is implied by the results of de-
tailed experimental studies of recent years,3"5 the complex
kinetics of ionization of atoms in the cesium photoresonance
plasma includes processes of collision of two resonance-
excited atoms,

2Cs (6 ZP) ->- Cs (6 2S) + Cs (8 2P), (2.1)

processes of quenching of the excited Cs atoms (62P, 82P) by
electron impact, processes of ionization of excited atoms in
collisions with fast electrons formed as a result of quenching,
processes of associative ionization, etc.

As the source of optical radiation for creating the pho-
toresonance cesium plasma, not only cesium lamps, but also
helium gas-discharge lamps have been successfully em-
ployed. This possibility arises from the coincidence of the
wavelength of one of the effective transitions in the spectrum
of He (A = 388.8 nm) with the wavelength of the 62S-82P
transition of the cesium atom. We note that this coincidence
is the basis of one of the first schemes for excitation of a gas
laser with optical pumping, which was proposed by F. A.
Butaeva and V. A. Fabrikant16 and realized experimentally
in Ref. 17. Using this scheme, a photoresonance cesium plas-
ma was obtained with the parameters iVgJps;107cm~3,
Ne ~ 108-109 cm"3, Tc - 0 .3 eV, PCtt ~ 10"3-10"2 Torr.18

In a plasma of this type, processes of stepwise excitation of
highly excited levels from the 82P level by electron impact
play an essential role. Figure 1 shows the dependences of the
parameters of this plasma on the density of the Cs vapor with
fixed intensity of resonance irradiation.

n*,ne,Ts, rel. units

2ff
no,1On'cm"3
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the parameters of a cesium plasma on the density
of Cs vapor at fixed intensity of resonance irradiation."1 /—density n* of
excited atoms (Cs, 82P); 2—density ne of electrons; 3—temperature T"e of
electrons.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the concentration (7) and temperature (2) of the
electrons of a photoresonance plasma in Hg vapor on the value of the
discharge current in the optical-excitation source.2"

Mercury-vapor lamps are also an intense source of reso-
nance radiation, and have been successfully used to create a
photoresonance plasma in mercury vapor.'9'20 Investiga-
tions in this direction were stimulated by practical problems
of optical separation of mercury isotopes.21 Upon irradiating
a gas-discharge mercury lamp with the resonance line corre-
sponding to the transition Hg(63P°->6'S0)
(A = 253.7 nm), an increased concentration and a reduced
temperature of the electrons was observed. This was asso-
ciated with an increase in the efficiency of ionization under
the action of the resonance radiation. The mercury lamp
used as the source of resonance radiation had the form of a
jacket arranged coaxially around the cylindrical cell being
irradiated.20 With a pressure of mercury vapor in the cell of
~0.05 Torr, the concentration of Hg atoms in the 63P° state
reached 10'' cm"3. The electrical characteristics of the pho-
toplasma that was formed are shown in Fig. 2. Owing to the
coaxial excitation geometry used in this experiment, a high
degree of homogeneity of the photoresonance plasma was
attained.

An interesting variety of photoresonance plasma was
realized in Ref. 22, where a mixture of Hg and Cs vapors was
irradiated with the resonance radiation of a mercury lamp
(A = 253.7 nm). The ions were formed by the Penning reac-
tion

^ H g + C s + + e. (2.2)

According to the measurements performed using probe and

UHF diagnostics, at a concentration of C s ~ 3 x 1015 cm 3,
H g ~ 3 x 1013cm~3, and a pressure of buffer gas (Ar)~100
Torr, the photoresonance plasma was characterized by a
density Ne ~ 1012 cm"3 and a temperature Tt =;2000 K. The
role of the buffer gas consists in reducing the effectiveness of
the diffusion losses of charged particles, and hence, in main-
taining the density of the electrons of the photoresonance
plasma at a sufficiently high level. An analogous scheme for
creating a photoresonance plasma was realized in Ref. 23,
where a mixture of Cd and Cs vapors was irradiated with the
resonance light of a cadmium lamp.

2.2. Photoresonance laser plasmas

The invention and wide spread of frequency-tunable
narrow-band lasers based on dyes has stimulated to a consid-
erable degree the study of the properties and possible appli-
cations of photoresonance plasmas. The set of studied ob-
jects has considerably expanded to encompass all the alkali
metals, and also a number of metals of the second and third
groups of the periodic table. The object of the studies was the
mechanisms of ionization and recombination of particles of
a plasma, the elucidation of the role of the buffer gas, the
possibility of more complete extraction of ions in a photore-
sonance plasma and identifying them, etc.

Among the large number of experimental studies (see
the review of the early studies96) on the creation and study of
photoresonance laser plasmas, primary attention is owed to
a series of publications reporting the practically 100% ioni-
zation of metal vapors irradiated with the resonance radi-
ation of a pulsed laser of relatively low power. Figure 3
shows a diagram of the first of these experiments, which was
performed by Lucatorto and Mcllrath.24 The radiation of a
dye laser pumped with a flash lamp was tuned to a line at
A = 589.6 nm, which corresponds to the 32S,/2—32P,/2 tran-
sition of the Na atom, and was focused on a 10-cm column of
Na vapor with addition of He to a total pressure about 1
Torr. The pulses of laser radiation of duration 500 ns had an
energy of 300 mJ, which corresponds to a pulse power of 0.6
MW. The degree of ionization of the vapor was determined
with a vacuum-ultraviolet spectrograph, which enabled
measuring the absorption coefficient in the region A = 15-
42 nm. Figure 4 shows typical densitograms of the spectrum
obtained without (a) and with (b) laser irradiation. As is
shown by comparison of the absorption coefficients in the
region of i s ; 32.21 nm corresponding to transitions of the
Na+ ion, the degree of ionization of Na during the laser
pulse reaches 100%. The practically complete ionization of
the Na vapor is also indicated by the sharp (by a factor of

FIG. 3. Diagram of an experiment to produce and study a photore-
sonance sodium plasma with a high degree of ionization. /—radi-
ation source with a continuous spectrum; 2—anode; 3—toroidal
mirror; 4—capillary rings; 5—vacuum pump; 6—furnace; 7—
three-meter reflecting spectrograph; 8—diffraction grating; 9—
photoplate; 10—cylindrical lens; 11—laser; 12—delay generator;
13—pulse shaper.
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FIG. 4. Densitograms of the absorption spectrum of sodi-
um.24 a—Absorption of sodium vapor without irradiation;
the dots indicate the emission lines of the vacuum arc, and the
dotted line the absorption in He. b—Absorption of Na vapor
irradiated with resonance laser radiation. The solid squares
indicate the absorption lines of neutral Na.

28 zs A, nm

106) decline in the absorption coefficient of the resonance
laser radiation owing to the formation of the photoresonance
plasma. Even the first rough estimates of the authors24 indi-
cated a complex, multistep mechanism of ionization of the
vapor in the described experiments. Neither three-photon
ionization nor radiation collision

2Na* (3p) + ho>-» Na+ (2p«) + Na (3s) + e, (2.3a)

nor multistep collisional excitation

2Na (3p) -+ Na (5s) + Na (3s) (2.3b)

with subsequent photoionization of the excited Na (5s)
atoms possess values of the rate constants high enough to
explain the observed 100% ionization of the atoms.

Analogous results were obtained in Ref. 25, where a cell
filled with a mixture of Na vapor and Ar at a pressure of
several Torr was irradiated with pulses of radiation of a dye
laser based on rhodamine 6G pumped with a nitrogen laser.
The radiation pulses of 100 kW power had a duration of 10
ns and a line width ~0.1 nm. The ionization of the gas was
measured by the magnitude of the photocurrent, for which a
typical dependence on the Na vapor density is shown in Fig.
5. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the electron tempera-
ture on the time elapsed since the end of the laser pulse, as
obtained by the Langmuir double-probe method. The results
of the probe measurements of the electron density performed
at a point separated by 2 mm from the focus of the laser beam
are shown in Table I.

The effect described above of intense ionization of va-
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pors under the action of resonance laser radiation has been
observed in subsequent experiments with vapors of Li,26

Cs,27 Ca,28, Sr,29 Ba,28"34 Na,35 and Mg.36 The properties of
the PRP formed thereby have been studied in greatest detail
in Ref. 36, where Mg vapor was irradiated with radiation
corresponding to the resonance transition S ' S Q - ^ ' P , .

(A = 285.2 nm) of the singlet system of levels. A pulsed liq-
uid dye laser with frequency doubling pumped with the sec-
ond harmonic of a neodymium laser with a pulse repetition
frequency of 3 Hz was used as the radiation source. The
pulses of ultraviolet radiation had a line width —0.1 cm"' ,
and duration ~ 10 ns at a power ~ 1 kW. Another liquid
laser (A = 280.3 nm) tuned to the transition 32P1/2-32S,/2

of the Mg+ ion was used to measure the concentration of
Mg+ ions. In addition, the experiment measured the lumi-
nescence of the Mg vapor and the time-dependence of the
photocurrent. The pulse of the probe radiation had a delay
with respect to the pump pulse variable in the range up to
100/zs. Figure 7 shows a diagram of the experiment.36

The experimental chamber, which was made of stain-
less steel and fitted with quartz windows and internal plane
electrodes to measure the photocurrent, was filled with an
inert gas at a pressure ~ 1 Torr. The pressure of metal vapor
(Mg) was varied in the range 0.1-1.0 Torr. Upon tuning the
pump radiation to the frequency of the resonance transition

5.
zo

15

10

5,3-10's cm-3

f,8

10 1 10
Timers

10'

FIG. 5. Dependences of the photocurrent on the density of Na vapor
obtained at different levels of laser power.25

FIG. 6. Dependences of the electron temperature on the time elapsed after
cessation of the laser radiation pulse.25 The curves are marked with the
different values of the concentration of Na vapor.
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TABLE I. Values of the electron density Nc in a photoresonance plasma measured at different
values of the density of Na vapor.25

iVNa,cm 3

7Ve, on" 3

5,9-lon

6,6-1012

1,0.10"

9,5-10i2

l,8-1015

1,0-lOis

5,3-10i5

7,0-1012

of Mg, an emission from the Mg vapor arose in the region of
the laser-beam focus at frequencies corresponding to transi-
tions n 'D2-3 'P, (« = 4-10) of the singlet system and n 3 S-
3 3p (n = 4, 5) of the triplet system of Mg levels. Here the
absence was noted of radiation at the strong line 5 'So-3 'P,
(A = 571.1 nm) and several other strong lines. As was
shown by measurements of the density of Mg ions performed
with probe radiation, the maximum concentration of ions
( ~ 2 X 10'4 cm ~ 3) was observed about 30 ns after the end of
the pulse of pump radiation, while the total time of existence
of the PRP amounted to ~ 10 /us. The maximum degree of
ionization of the plasma reached 5%. The absence of satura-
tion in the dependence of the ion density on the intensity of
pump radiation allows one to expect an increase in the PRP
density upon using more intense resonance pump radiation.

Another detailed study worthy of attention on the char-
acter of formation and physical properties of a PRP with a
rather high degree of ionization was performed by the auth-
ors of Ref. 35, where a dye laser (rhodamine C) was used as
the source of resonance radiation. It was pumped with the
radiation of the second harmonic of a solid-state pulsed laser
based on yttrium aluminum garnet of type LTIP4-5 with a
pulse-repetition frequency of 12.5 Hz. To narrow and tune
smoothly the emission line of the dye laser, a diffraction
grating (1200 lines/mm) was used and was set up in a glanc-
ing-incidence system. The width of the emission line of this
laser amounted to ~ 1 nm, and the emission power was ~40
kW at a pulse duration of ~ 10^x s. The laser was tuned
either to the resonance transition of Na (A = 589.0 nm) or
to the wavelength 578.7 nm corresponding to two-photon
absorption to the excited state of Na (4d 2D5/2).

The Na vapor diluted with inert gases filled the dis-
charge tube, which was made of Pyrex and had niobium tu-
bular electrodes. The pressure of the vapor in the tube was
maintained by using a heating element. Under the conditions

285,2 nm

FIG. 7. Diagram of an experimental arrangement to form a quasireson-
ance laser plasma in Mg vapor.36 /—neodymium garnet laser; 2, 4—fre-
quency doublers based on KDP; 3—dye laser; 5—delay circuit; 6—cell
with Mg vapor; 7—monochromator with photomultiplier (PM); 8—os-
cillograph.

of the experiment one pulse of laser radiation contained
about 5 X 1014 photons. About the same number of Na atoms
was contained in the irradiated volume. Here conditions
were selected such that, on the one hand, practically com-
plete absorption of the laser radiation was attained, and on
the other hand, the intensity of absorption varied weakly
along the laser beam. This was made possible by detuning
the frequency of the laser beam from the center of the ab-
sorption line by four widths of the Doppler absorption con-
tour (equal to 0.0024 nm). Whereas at the center of the
absorption line the optical density of the medium amounted
to ~ 106, at the detuned frequency it was close to unity.

The formation of a PRP was measured from the change
in electrical conductivity of the irradiated volume. To do
this, a voltage was applied to the electrodes of the discharge
tube smaller than the excitation voltage of the discharge, and
the current was measured that arose in the electrical circuit
under the action of the laser illumination. Figure 8 shows an
oscillogram of this current obtained at a voltage on the elec-
trodes of 100 V and a vapor pressure of Na of 3 X 10~3 Torr.
The pressure of the buffer gas amounted to 1 Torr. As the
pressure of Na vapor was increased from 3 X 10 ~4 Torr to
0.2 Torr, the magnitude of the signal and its duration in-
creased by more than an order of magnitude. Upon detuning
from the resonance at A = 589 nm, no plasma formation was
observed.

Plasma formation was also observed in two-photon la-
ser excitation of the level 4p2D5/2. The oscillograms of the
current obtained here at a pressure of Na vapor ~ 5 X 10 ~3

Torr are shown in Fig. 9. The rapidly growing advance front
of the current pulse was associated35 with the phenomenon
of three-photon ionization of atoms via a two-photon reso-
nance, and the subsequent, smoother increase in electrical
conductivity—with a supplementary mechanism of forma-
tion of free electrons (heating of electrons by superelastic
processes and subsequent ionization of atoms by electron
impact).

As an analysis of the experiments to create and study a
laser PRP shows, a plasma of rather high density is formed
using very-low-power laser radiation. This arises from the
high absorption power of gases for resonance radiation, and
also the high efficiency of conversion of the energy of reso-
nance-excited atoms into ionization energy.

2.3. Quasiresonance plasmas

As has been established in a number of experiments of
recent years, to form a photoresonance plasma one
need not use radiation whose frequency corresponds to a
resonance transition between the ground and excited states
of the atom. Efficient ionization of the atoms of a metal va-
por has also been observed using radiation corresponding to
a transition between two excited states of the atom. Here the
intensity of the laser radiation was not so great that one
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FIG. 8. Oscillogram of the photocurrent that arises
upon irradiating a discharge tube containing a mix-
ture of Na + Ne with a pulse of laser radiation
(X = 5 89 nm) ,35 in the presence of a discharge (a),
and at a voltage below that for ignition of the dis-
charge (b).

could ascribe such an unexpected result to effects of multi-
photon ionization of atoms, including the nonresonance ex-
citation of a real level.38

A plasma of the type being studied has been called a
"quasiresonance laser plasma." As has been established by
detailed experimental studies, to form a quasiresonance
plasma one can use radiation at one of many frequencies
corresponding to transitions between excited states of the
atom. Thus, a quasiresonance cesium plasma was efficiently
formed upon irradiating Cs vapor with laser radiation hav-
ing/I = 583.9, 601.0, 603.5, and 621.3 nm, corresponding to
the transitions 2S,/210s-2P°/26p, 2D3 / 2 8d^2P°/26p,
2S1/210s^2O3/26p, and 2D3/28d^2P°,/26p, as well as when
using radiation at several other transitions of the atom.13

Here the formation of the quasiresonance plasma has a
threshold character—this phenomenon is observed only
upon exceeding certain values of the pressure of the vapor
and intensity of the laser radiation.

Another interesting feature of a quasiresonance laser
plasma involves the relatively low level of intensity of radi-
ation used to maintain it. Thus, in the series of studies cited
above,13 continuous irradiation of cesium vapor of density
~ 3 X 10'7 cm""3 with quasiresonance radiation of power up
to ~ 100 mW yielded a plasma with a degree of ionization of
10~3. A diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 10. As is
shown by analyzing photographs of the plasma column
formed upon focusing the beam of a continuous laser of 10
mW power, the extent of the column amounts to about 4 mm
and the diameter to less than 1 mm. Even weaker radiation
was used in Ref. 37 to maintain a plasma in Na vapor. This
radiation having a power of ~ 2 mW was tuned in resonance
with the 3p-4d transitions (A = 568.8 or 568.2 nm) of the
Na atom. The pressure of the Na vapor amounted to ~ 10
Torr. Detailed spectral studies of the plasma that was
formed led the authors to conclude that the decisive role in
forming the plasma was played by the process of associative
ionization involving a (4d) Na atom.

The mechanism of ionization of a gas under the action
of quasiresonance radiation13 includes the process of photo-
dissociation of dimers of a metallic vapor, which are always
present in the system:

One of the atoms formed as a result of photodissociation of
the dimer exists in the excited state (in the case of Cs this
state is 6p2P1/2 3 / 2 ) , and is already capable of resonance ab-
sorption of laser radiation. This leads to formation of highly
excited atoms, whose ionization results from subsequent
collisional processes.

2.4. Beam and jet photoresonance plasmas

The most productive way to study the primary starting
mechanisms responsible for the formation of a PRP involves
using atomic beams. In this case one can reduce to a mini-
mum the role of secondary collisional processes and isolate
in pure form the process that occurs with participation of
optically excited atoms and leads to their ionization. A char-
acteristic example of such an experiment is Ref. 39, where an
effusion beam of Na atoms was irradiated with a dye laser
tuned to a resonance transition while pumped with an argon
ion laser. The density of atoms in the irradiated zone
amounted to 109 cm"3, the intensity of the laser radiation
was 0.5 W/cm2, and the line width was 20 MHz. The posi-
tive ions were extracted from the interaction region with a
pair of electrodes to which a potential was applied, and
which created an electrical field in the cell. Then the ions
entered the input of a quadrupole mass spectrometer. This
made it possible to establish that only molecular Na2

+ ions
are formed under the conditions of the experiment. As was
shown by comparing the results of the mass-spectrometric
measurements with those of relative measurements of the
concentration of resonance-excited atoms based on the flu-
orescence of the beam, a proportional relation is observed
between the yield of Na2

+ ions and the square of the density
of excited Na atoms. This enabled concluding that the deci-
sive role is played by the process of associative ionization

2Na(3p)-»-Na;+e (2.4)

and establishing the value of the rate constant of this process
(-1.5X10""l3 cmVs) and its cross section ( -0 .5 X 10~17

cm2)."
A higher intensity of ionization using resonance radi-

ation was obtained in a jet experiment,40 in which a beam of
monoenergetic Cs+ ions was formed in this way. A glass

Continuous
4F
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Furnace
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/
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^ CiRri ) —1

Focus

FIG. 9. Oscillogram of the photocurrent observed in two-photon laser
excitation of Na vapor (A = 578.9 nm) . "

FIG. 10. Diagram of an experiment to form a quasiresonance laser plasma
using a continuous-wave dye laser."
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chamber maintained at a constant temperature in the range
400-500 K (pressure of Cs vapor ~2X 10~3-0.2 Torr) and
equipped with a nozzle 0.12 mm in diameter was used as the
source of the cesium vapor. Thus a jet of vapor was formed
that was concentrated in a solid angle 9 = 2.7X 10~2 stera-
dian and characterized by an intensity of 8.6 X 10" atoms/s
and a mean energy of the atoms of ~0.06 eV. The energy
spread of the atoms in the jet was of the same order of magni-
tude. This corresponds to a density of Cs atoms near the
critical cross section of the nozzle of ~ 1012 cm^3. The ioni-
zation of the Cs atoms was carried out in two stages. In the
first stage the resonance radiation of a semiconductor injec-
tion CaAlAs laser was used (A = 852.1 nm), which convert-
ed the Cs atoms to the 62P,/2 state. In the second stage the
radiation of an argon ion laser was used (A = 488.0, 496.5,
and 501.7 nm), which enabled the photoionization of the
resonance-excited atoms. Figure 11 shows the dependence of
the photocurrent on the extracting potential. According to
the estimates the flux of ions in the jet reached values of 10x

s~'. A substantial increase in this parameter was obtained in
a subsequent study by this same author,40 where values were
reached of ~ 10'2 s ~' with an energy spread of the ions at the
level of 0.15 eV.

Two-stage and multistage photoionization of atoms has
been used successfully to obtain beams of the following ions:
Ca+,41 In+ (under the action of dye-laser radiation),42 Al +

(using the radiation of an excimer XeCl laser),43 etc.1315

The ion beams thus formed were characterized by being
highly monoenergetic and by a degree of purity unattainable
when using other methods of forming an ion beam. Here, as
in the studies cited above, the obtainable ion fluxes were
relatively small, so that problems of extracting the positive
ions from the photoresonance plasma did not arise. Further
increase in the efficiency of ionization of atoms in atomic
beams and jets can lead to the appearance of the effects of
Debye screening, which hinders the penetration of the elec-
tric field into the photoresonance plasma and restricts the
magnitude of the limiting ion current extractable from the
plasma. The stated limitations have been analyzed in detail
in Ref. 44.

3. ELEMENTARY PROCESSES IN A PHOTORESONANCE
PLASMA

3.1. Photoprocesses

A photoresonance plasma is created and controlled by a
group of elementary processes, which we shall proceed to
discuss.

The first of them is the absorption of the resonance radi-
ation, which leads to creating a high concentration of excited
atoms. Collision of the excited atoms with one another yields
highly excited atoms, and also ions and electrons. Subse-

/, nA

+ -1,5 W,488 nm

• - 0,7 \N ,49S,5 nm

a -0,4 \N ,S0f,7 nm

-1,5 -1,0 0 0,5 1,0
Electrode potential, V

-0,5
Nozzle potential, V

0,5

FIG. 11. Dependences of the photocurrent of Cs + ions on the extracting
potential obtained using a continuous-wave laser of varying power and
wavelength.1*

quent collisions of the electrons that are formed with excited
and unexcited atoms establishes an equilibrium over the ex-
cited states of the atoms, and also an equilibrium between the
excited states of the atoms and the states of the continuous
spectrum. The energy losses of the photoresonance plasma
involve its emission in the resonance lines. We shall proceed
to examine all these elementary processes.

The features of the photoprocesses in a photoresonance
plasma consist in the fact that the mean free path of the
resonance photons is relatively small, so that reradiation
processes play a great role.45 At not very high densities of
atoms the broadening of the resonance line is governed by
collisions of atoms in the excited state with atoms in the
ground state. The broadening arises from the dipole-dipole
interaction, with a substantial contribution to the cross sec-
tion of this process coming from excitation transfer. Table II
gives the parameters of the broadening of the spectral line for
the S-P transition as calculated in Refs. 46-48. The width of
the line is given in units ofnNg2/fi, where N is the density of
atoms in the ground state, and the quantity g2 is given by the
relationship

2 (3.1)

Herey',, and m0 are the angular momentum and its projection
on a chosen direction for the ground state of the atom, andy
and m are the same parameters for the excited state of the
atom. D is the operator for the dipole moment of the atom.

Table III gives the values of the parameter g2 for a num-
ber of atoms and indicates the resonance-excited state for
which the cited value corresponds to a transition from the
ground state.49 This table also gives the wavelengths of the
transitions and the lifetimes of the studied excited states.50

TABLE II. Width of resonance line (in units of IT.

Ground state

Excited state

Width of spectral
line

l P i

2,41

2 P l / 2

1,21

2 s i / 2

> p a / ,

1,86

3Sl

3 P i

:'Si

1,4 1,8

1
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TABLE III. Parameters of transitions to resonance-excited states.

Excited state
of atom

Wavelength X, nm
Lifetime r, ns
£2> a u
*„, 105cm- '

Excited state
of atom

Wavelength A, nm
Lifetime r, ns
g2, a. u.
*,,, 10'cm~'

w

X

121,57
1,60
0,555

13

c

213,9
1,4
2,82
6,0

£

X

58,43
0,555
0,177

18

PT
N

a

794,8
28,5
9,48
0,81

CM

J

670,8
27,3
3,65
3,6

51"

K

780,0
26,5
9,32
1,1

«
z

589,6
16,4
6,28
1,2

P7
i n

460,7
6,2
7,79
2,3

c?
OS

OS

Z

589,0
16,3
6,28
1,5

PT
i n

s
228,8

1,7
3,01
5,3

PT
CO

s

285,2
2,1
3,76
5,3

pT

5

894,4
31
11,6
0,77

M

769,9
27
8,80
0,86

~M

PT
CD

3

852,1
31
11,6
0,90

64

«

766,5
27
8,63
1,1

&
CO

CO

553,6
8,5
8,5
2,2

S

422,7
4,6
6,91
2,9

P<
I-I

185,0
1,3
2,41
5,6

The presented parameters allow one to determine the
cross sections for the absorption and emission of a photon,
and also the absorption coefficient. The absorption cross sec-
tion at a frequency a close to resonance is5 li52

a " ~ 4T °a g0 •

Here A is the wavelength of the radiation, r~' is the probabil-
ity of spontaneous emission for the given transition, at0 is the
shape of the absorption line, and gQ and gb are the statistical
weights of the levels taking part in the transition.

Whenever the broadening of the line of the transition
arises from collisions with individual atoms, the shape of the
absorption line is

Aco ACD\2-1

2 I J
2 - 1 - 1 (3.2)

Here coo is the frequency corresponding to the center of the
line and Aco is the width of the line. For a photoresonance
plasma with real parameters, the transport of radiation is
governed precisely by this mechanism. Here the line width
itself can be determined by a Doppler broadening mecha-
nism. For example, in the case of sodium vapor at a vapor
temperature of 1000 K, the widths of the lines arising from
impact and Doppler broadening mechanisms are compara-
ble for a transition to the resonance 32P, /2 state at a density
of atoms in the vapor of 7 X 10'6 cm ~3, and for the transition
to the state 32P,/2 at a density of atoms of 5x 1016 cm"3.
However, since in photoprocesses in an optically dense va-
por the essential contribution comes from the tails of the
lines, Doppler broadening is not significant, even for lower
densities of atoms.

Upon taking account of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) and the
data of Table II, we can represent the expression for the
absorption coefficient at the center of the line in the form

Here the values of the coefficient b are given in Table II, and
7" is the temperature corresponding to the occupancy of the
excited states. Since the concentration of excited atoms in
the photoresonance plasma is higher than in the gas-dis-
charge plasma, the factor that includes the temperature of

the excited atoms is more substantial for the photoresonance
plasma. Table III gives the values of the absorption coeffi-
cient at the center of the line for a set of transitions in the
limit where fuo > T, at which the expression in parentheses in
Eq. (3.3) equals unity. We note that the impact theory of
broadening for which these data are given is valid when the
following criterion holds5'52:

(3.4)

Here Aw is the frequency shift with respect to the center of
the line, r is the radiative lifetime of the excited state, v is the
thermal velocity of motion of the atoms, and crtot is the total
scattering cross section for collision of atoms in the ground
and excited states.2' The right-hand inequality indicates that
the impact width considerably exceeds the natural width of
the line arising from the finite lifetime. When it is violated
the absorption coefficient for a photon at the center of the
line depends on the density of the gas, and at low gas density
is proportional to it. We note that we have Aco = 1/r for Na
(32P1/2) at a density of sodium atoms of 4 x 1014 cm""3.

When the left-hand inequality of (3.4) is violated, we
should use the quasistatic theory instead of the impact theo-
ry of broadening. However, this has no significance in princi-
ple, since the dependence of the shape of the emission line al0

in the tail of the line on the density of atoms and frequency of
the photons is the same in both cases.

The obtained results can be used to determine the power
lost by the photoresonance plasma in emission. The proba-
bility for a resonance photon to travel a distance d without
being absorbed is proportional to (kod) ~', where k0 is the
absorption coefficient at the center of the line. Hence we
obtain an expression for the flux of photons emitted by the
photoresonance plasma53:

(3.5)

Here a is a numerical coefficient, Nb is the density of excited
atoms, and d is the distance between the boundaries of the
plasma in a plane geometry or the diameter of the cylinder
restricting its volume. In the case in which the plasma lies
between infinite parallel planes, we have a = 0.376. If it oc-
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cupies the volume of an infinite cylinder, we have a = 0.274,
while if it lies inside a sphere we have a = 0.226.53

3.2. Collision of electrons with excited atoms

Processes of collision of electrons with atoms play an
important role in a photoresonance plasma. The tempera-
ture and density of the electrons are established by collisions
of the electrons with atoms in the ground and resonance-
excited states, and also by the subsequent processes of excita-
tion and ionization of the resonance-excited atoms. Let us
examine these processes.

First let us study the quenching of the excited state by
electron impact. The essential point is that the rate constant
of this process does not depend on the energy of the electron,
since the energy e of the electron is much smaller than the
excitation energy Ac.54 Actually this rule is valid also when
e ~ AE. Let us employ a simple representation55 for the rate
constant for excitation of the resonance state of the atom by
electron impact, which requires that the excitation cross sec-
tion should correspond to the Born approximation at large
energies, and to the set of experimental data in the threshold
energy region. Then we can represent the rate constant for
quenching of the resonance-excited state in the form55'56

k •-—*°— T.^Ae. (3.6)

Here r is the radiative lifetime of the excited state, and k0 is a
universal constant. Table IV gives the values of the rate con-
stants for quenching of the atoms of the alkali metals by
electron impact as measured and calculated57"59 in the tem-
perature range up to 1 eV. These data are averaged over the
values pertaining to different temperatures and different
measurements and calculations. If r in Eq. (3.6) is measured
in 10~8 s, and Ae in eV, the value thus obtained of the param-
eter k0 in Eq. (3.6) amounts to (4.6 + 0.7) X 10"6 cmVs.
The rate constant for excitation by electron impact can be
derived from the rate constant for quenching on the basis of
the principle of detailed balancing.

One can make a sufficiently reliable determination of
the rates of ionization and recombination in a photoreson-
ance plasma under certain conditions that are imposed on
the parameters of the plasma. On the one hand, the density
of electrons in the plasma must be high enough that the ioni-
zation is stepwise in character, and on the other hand, the
temperature of the electrons must be relatively low, so that
many excited states of the atom participate in the processes
of ionization and recombination. Under these conditions the
theory of a nonequilibrium plasma45'60'61 holds true, accord-
ing to which

j.9/2
(3.7)

Here ge, gt, and ga are respectively the statistical weights of
an electron, an ion, and an atom, / i s the ionization potential
of the atom, JT 0 = (1.0 + 0.3) X 10~26 cm6eV9/2/s, and
x = (3.1 ± 0.9) X 10~5 cm'eWs. The stated limits of error
allow for the degree of agreement of the results of calcula-
tions of the recombination coefficients performed for differ-
ent models. We note that Kstep can pertain also to the step-
wise ionization of an excited atom. We shall use the
presented information later on in analyzing the kinetics of a
photoresonance plasma.

TABLE IV.

Atom

K (4 <*P)
Rb (5 aP)
Cs (6 *P)

^quench

3
3
4

,10"

,2±0
,4±0
,l±0

7 cmVs

,4
,5
,7

K, io-

4
4
4

- L 4 c m

,6±n
,7±0
,5±0

3 eV7/2

6
7
8

3.3. Ionization with participation of excited atoms

A photoresonance plasma maintained with the aid of
resonance radiation is not in equilibrium. The density of ex-
cited atoms in it exceeds its equilibrium value corresponding
to the given value of the electron temperature. In such a
situation an important role in forming the plasma is played
by processes that involve excited atoms. One of these pro-
cesses, which was discussed in detail above, is the quenching
of excited atoms by electron impact, which pumps the ener-
gy of the resonance radiation over into the energy of free
electrons. The electrons heated in this way can then collide
with excited or unexcited atoms to excite or ionize them.
Another type of processes that play a substantial role in the
reprocessing of the energy of resonance radiation into ioni-
zation energy is collisional ionization with participation of
excited atoms:

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

The first of the two processes written here is called the Pen-
ning process, and the second, associative ionization. The re-
sults of detailed experimental studies of these processes have
been presented in many publications (see, e.g., Refs. 3, 54,
56,62,63).

The occurrence of process (3.8b) requires less internal
energy of the atoms than for occurrence of process (3.8a).
Therefore the process of associative ionization is manifested
over a broader region of conditions of the photoresonance
plasma than the Penning process. To estimate the possibility
and efficiency of occurrence of the process of associative ion-
ization, one can establish the sign and magnitude of the ener-
gy defect of this process, defined as the difference of internal
energies of the initial and final states of the system:

6e = /(A)-£>(A+)-2Ae.

Here/(A) is the ionization potential of the atom, Z)(A2
+ )is

the binding energy of the molecular ion, and Af is the reso-
nance excitation energy of the atom. In the case of atoms of
the inert gases the quantity Se has a large negative value.
Hence the ionization cross section proves to be of the order
of magnitude of the capture cross section in the collision of
two excited atoms.62

From the standpoint of creating a photoresonance plas-
ma, we are more interested in the vapors of the alkali metals.
Table V presents the values of Se calculated for atoms of this
type.

As we see, for all atoms except Na, the excitation energy
of two atoms is insufficient for ionization. However, even in
the case of Na, the process requires overcoming a potential
barrier (Fig. 1264) of height A U = 0.11 ± 0.02 eV.64 This ex-
plains the sharp temperature dependence of the rate con-
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TABLE V. Values of the quantity SE = J( A) — Z>(A2
+) — 2 Ae for alkali-metal atoms.

Excited
atom

<5e,eV

Li(2 2p)

0,39

Na(3 2P)

—0,002

K(4«P1/2)

0,32

Rb(5 2P1/2)

0,36

Cs(6 2Pi/2>

0,48

stant of the process 2Na(3p) ->Na2
+ + e, and also the high

sensitivity of this parameter to the form of the velocity distri-
bution function,65 which is manifested in a scatter of the
results of different experiments over a range of two orders of
magnitude.38-6667

What we have said implies that ionization in the photo-
resonance plasma of an alkali metal requires the presence of
excited atoms (A**) having an excitation energy apprecia-
bly exceeding the energy of the resonance transition. These
atoms can be formed in pair collisions of resonance-excited
atoms:

A* + A*-*-A** 4-A. (3.9)

The rate constant of process (3.9) for characteristic energies
of the atoms in the photoresonance plasma agrees in order of
magnitude with the rate constant for capture in collision of
excited atoms. That is, it proves to be of the order of 10~10-
10"9 cmVs.

Subsequent collisions of the highly excited atoms A**
with resonance-excited atoms A* leads to ionization by the
mechanism (3.8a) or (3.8b). Here the magnitude of the rate
constant of Penning ionization in (3.a) with participation of
excited (A*) and highly excited (A* *) atoms is given by the
relationship54

*i.-=6-g-fW. (3.10)

This is valid if the process occurs with long free paths of the
atoms, for which elastic scattering is inessential.3' Here the
parameter b is 1.6xlO~6 cm3eV/s, J* is the ionization po-
tential of the highly excited atom A**, A£ is the energy of
resonance excitation of the atom A*, and / is the oscillator
strength of the resonance transition. As we see, the quantity
K,on is ~ 10~7-10~6 cmVs, which considerably exceeds the
rate constant of the process (3.9). Therefore the stepwise
excitation in the collision of two excited atoms usually leads
to rapid, practically instantaneous ionization of the highly
excited atom A**.

As we noted above, the associative ionization of (3.8b)
practically does not occur in the collision of resonance-excit-
ed atoms of the alkali metals, which involves an energy defi-
cit. The cross section for associative ionization increases
with increasing excitation energy of the atom. In the case of
highly excited atoms with a binding energy of the electron

FIG. 12. Potential curves of the states of Na2 that participate in the pro-
cess of associative ionization.'"1

smaller than, or of the order of, the dissociation energy of the
molecular ion Z)(A2

+ ), associative ionization can occur in
the collision of a highly excited atom with an unexcited
atom:

A** + A->A* + e. (3.11)

The stated process occurs efficiently upon approach of the
nuclei to a distance much smaller than the dimension of the
highly excited atom, but much greater than that of the unex-
cited atom.

At the instant of transition the valence electron lies far
from the close-lying atom and ion. Hence the characteristics
of the process substantially depend on the binding energy of
the weakly bound electron and are weakly sensitive to the
type of the atom A. A theoretical model of the process of
associative ionization of (3.11) based on these features has
been developed.68'69 According to the theory, associative
ionization arises from photodetachment of the weakly
bound valence electron, which results from the transition of
the molecular ion from a repulsive, odd term to an attractive,
even term. Figure 13 compares the dependences of the rate
constant of the process (3.11) for Na on the effective value
of the principal quantum number n* calculated on the basis
of this theory with the results of measurement.70 Analogous
dependences have been obtained experimentally also in
Refs. 71, 72 (Rb), Refs. 73-75 (Na), Ref. 76 (Ba), Ref. 77
(Li), and Ref. 78 (Cs). These dependences are character-
ized by the existence of a maximum in the region n*~ 10,
where the rate constant of associative ionization acquires
values ~ 10~9~10~8 cmVs, and by a decline by the law
k~(n*)~3 in the region n*> 15. Here, since the radiative
lifetime of a highly excited atom is characterized by the rela-
tionship r~«* , 3 the ratio of the number of atoms undergo-
ing associative ionization to the number of atoms (in a given
highly excited state) that decay by spontaneous emission is
proportional to the product kr and proves to be independent

to
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FIG. 13. Dependences of the rate constant of associative ionization
Na(«*, / ) + Na(3s)->Na2

+ + e on the effective value of the principal
quantum number «*, as calculated from the model™ and as measured.7"
Theory: 1—overall constant; 2—/= 1; 3—/>2; 4—/ = 0. Experiment:
5—1 = 1; (5—/ = 0; 7—Il>2.
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FIG. 14. Rate constant of associative ionization of atoms of Li7 7

(7"= 100K) a n d N a " (T' = 1000K) as a function of the effective value
of the principal quantum number n*.

of the magnitude of n*. The stated ratio increases with in-
creasing pressure of the vapor. At high enough pressures
(usually this corresponds to a vapor density NZ 1014

cm"3), spontaneous emission becomes inessential, so that
all atoms excited to a state having the given value of the
effective principal quantum number n* > 15 undergo associ-
ative ionization.74

The maximum value of the rate constant of associative
ionization observed in experiments reaches values ~10~ 8

cmVs in the case of Li.77 The results of this experiment are
compared in Fig. 14 with the results obtained by the same
authors for Na.75

Another effective mechanism of collisional ionization
of excited atoms is realized in the case of collision of a highly
excited atom with an electronegative atom or molecule.
Here ionization can occur with formation of positive and
negative ions. In the case of the alkali metals, whose atoms
possess an electron affinity, the stated mechanism can be
realized in a one-component gas79"81:

A** + A->A+ + A". (3.12)

The results of measurements of the rate constant of the pro-
cess (3.12) for different states of the Rb atom are given in
Table VI.80

A somewhat higher value of the cross section than in the
cited case of Rb is given in Ref. 81, where the process (3.12)
was studied when occurring with participation of a highly
excited Na atom {n = 7). According to these measurements
the cross section amounts to ~ 10"15 cm2.

The process of ionization with formation of a positive
and a negative ion occurs considerably more efficiently in
the case in which both colliding atoms exist in the highly
excited state. Thus, according to the measurments of Ref.
81, the cross section of the process 2Na(n = 20)
->Na+ + N a ~ amounts to ~10~1 2 cm2. Such an experi-
mental fact is rather unexpected, since an energy above 5 eV
is released by the stated process, while this type of strongly

exothermic processes is usually characterized by low cross
sections.

The process of ionization of highly excited atoms in
collisions with electronegative molecules, e.g., SF6,

82"84 is
also characterized by high cross-sections (see also the stud-
ies cited there):

A** + SF6--A+ + SF;. (3.13)

As was established by these studies, a weakly bound electron
in the collision of a Rydberg atom with an electronegative
molecule behaves like a free electron whose kinetic energy
equals the mean kinetic energy of the electron in the Ryd-
berg atom. Here the cross section for the charge transfer
(3.13) is close to the electron-capture cross section of the
molecule. Figure 15 shows the dependences measured in
Refs. 82 and 83 of the rate constants for the charge transfer
between the Rydberg atoms (Rb, Na, K, Xe) and the SF6

molecule on the principal quantum number n of the Rydberg
atom. These results are comparable with the values of the
rate constant for capture of a slow electron by the SF6 mole-
cule.86 Since the capture cross section for a slow electron
~v~' (v is the velocity of the electron), the capture-rate
constant, just like the rate constant of the charge-transfer
process (3.12), does not depend on the energy over a broad
range of variation of the kinetic energy of the electron.

An analogous dependence of the charge-transfer con-
stant on n has been observed84 for Ne. According to the
measurements,84 the rate constant of the process
Ne(«s) + S F 6 ^ N e + + S¥b for 10<«<72 is practically
independent of n and amounts to ~2X 10"7 cmVs. This
conclusion somewhat contradicts the results of Refs. 82 and
83 (see Fig. 15a), according to which a sharp decline in the
charge-transfer constant is observed with decreasing n, even
a t«<20 (forNaandK).

The high efficiency of the process of ionization of Ryd-
berg atoms in collisions with electronegative atoms and mol-
ecules opens up the possibility of creating a new type of pho-
toresonance plasma that does not contain free electrons.
Another interesting line of study of the charge-transfer pro-
cess involves the high-resolution spectroscopy of the Ryd-
berg states of atoms.87 A method of measuring the energy of
highly excited states of atoms developed on the basis of the
stated process is characterized by extremely high sensitivity
and low error. Along this line Ref. 84 is worthy of mention,
where this method was used to measure the energy of 68
excited states, as well as the ionization energy of the 20Ne
atom with a limit of error of 10~3 c m ' 1 heretofore unattain-
able.

4. PROPERTIES OF PHOTORESONANCE PLASMAS

4.1. Establishment of equilibrium in photoresonance plasmas

The set of elementary processes that we have already
discussed determines the parameters of a photoresonance

TABLE VI. Rate
Rb(nl) + Rb(5s)-

nl

k, 10-|4cm7s

constant
Rb+ + Rb

5d

l , l±0,6

for ionization with formation of positive and
- 80

7s

10±5

7p

30

6d

H0±30

8s

39

7d

8 ± 3

9s

< 6

negative ions

8d

< 1

10s

< 1
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FIG. 15. Rate constant for charge transfer from a Ryd-
berg atom to a molecule of SF6 as measured for differ-
ent values of the principal quantum number n of Ryd-
berg atoms of different types.112*3 Also presented are
the results of calculating the rate constant of the pro-
cess"5 Rb(n) + SF6-^Rb+ + SF6" (dotted line) and
the rate constant for capture of a slow electron at an
electron energy equal to the mean kinetic energy of an
electron in a Rydberg atom with the given value of n *6

(dotted line), a—Small n. b—Large n.
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plasma. Below we shall make a number of estimates to get an
idea of the parameters of a photoresonance plasma. Here we
note that a photoresonance plasma differs substantially in its
parameters from a gas-discharge plasma. The energy in a
gas-discharge plasma is introduced by the action of external
fields and initially is transferred to electrons, and then trans-
ferred to other degrees of freedom. In a photoresonance plas-
ma the energy is introduced by excitation of atoms. The dif-
fering methods of excitation of gas-discharge and
photoresonance plasmas have the result that, at the same
electron density, the photoresonance plasma contains a larg-
er concentration of excited atoms than the gas-discharge
plasma, while the temperature of the electrons in it is appre-
ciably lower than in the gas-discharge plasma.

To estimate the parameters of the photoresonance plas-
ma, we shall first find out what density of excited atoms one
can create by irradiating a gas or vapor with focused reso-
nance radiation. We shall assume here that the radiation is
focused on a certain region of the vapor of spherical shape,
and the fundamental energy losses arise from the yield of
resonance radiation from the excited atoms. In obtaining

numerical characteristics we shall restrict the treatment to
the case of alkali-metal vapors. Upon allowing for the fact
that the density of atoms in the P3/2 state is twice as great as
in the resonance-excited state P|/2, we obtain the following
expression on the basis of Eq. (3.5) for the total density of
resonance-excited atoms:

Here J is the total power of the radiation absorbed by the
plasma and scattered by it, and r is the radius of the sphere;
the values of the numerical coefficient A obtained from the
data of Table III in the limit Te4,ivo are presented in Table
VII.41

As Table VII implies, high densities of excited states
can actually be attained. For example, when J~ 1 W and
r~0.1 cm, we have Nb ~ 1015 cm"3, which is far higher than
the densities of excited states in a gas-discharge plasma. It is
precisely the density of excited states of a photoresonance
plasma created by the action of the external radiation that
controls the temperature and density of electrons.

In the initial stage of formation of a PRP the electron
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TABLE VII. Values of the parameter A in Eq. (4.1) in the excitation of
the lower resonance states of alkali-metal atoms.

Element

A, 1012 W~' cm""2

Li

9,9

Na

4,6

K

8,3

Rb

8,4

Cs

9,9

density is relatively low and the main channel of conversion
of the energy of the laser radiation into plasma energy in-
cludes processes of collisions among excited atoms in (3.8)
and (3.9). These processes are accompanied by formation of
highly excited atoms and free electrons, whereby the density
of the plasma increases. Upon exceeding a certain, rather
high value of the electron density, the mechanism of energy
conversion changes. Here the main channel for loss of reso-
nance-excited atoms becomes their quenching by electron
impact in (3.6), whose role proves to predominate under the
condition

Here kp is the rate constant of the faster of the processes
(3.8) and (3.9). Upon substituting the characteristic values
kt ~ lCT7cm-7s, kp ~ 10~ I0cnr7s, Nb ~ 10'5 cm"3, we find
that, even at Ne > 1012 cm"3, the energy of the resonance
radiation is efficiently converted into energy of plasma elec-
trons directly by quenching of excited atoms by electron im-
pact. Here the electron temperature does not increase, since
the energy acquired by the electrons upon quenching the
resonance-excited atoms is immediately spent on ionizing
atoms. Thus a quasisteady state of the plasma is established,
whose parameters are determined by the density of reso-
nance-excited atoms and the characteristics of the elemen-
tary processes in which they participate.

Generally speaking, the connection between the density
of resonance-excited atoms and the parameters of the pho-
toresonance plasma is determined by the rather complex ki-
netics of the radiation-collision processes in this plasma.45

The stated kinetics must include a large number of radiation-
collision transitions between excited states of the atom, dif-
fusion of radiation and charged particles, and also ionization
processes involving excited and highly excited atoms. How-
ever, the situation is substantially simplified in the limiting
case of high electron density, in which all transitions
between excited states of an atom are governed by its colli-
sion with electrons. Here the temperature of the electrons is
relatively low, so that transitions predominate that have a
change in the energy of the excited state that is small in com-
parison with the ionization energy.45-53 In this case equilibri-
um is established in the plasma between excited atoms exist-
ing in different states, and also between excited atoms and
free electrons. Moreover, the electron density is assumed
high enough that the characteristic times for ionization and
recombination are much larger than the time for establish-
ment of an equilibrium Maxwell distribution of the electrons
with respect to energy.51

Let us define the equilibrium electron temperature To

by the following relationship:

^ = "^e"A e / T° ( 4 - 2 )

(N() and Nb are the densities of atoms in the ground and

excited states; gQ and gb are the statistical weights of these
states, and Af is the excitation energy of the resonance lev-
el.) Now let us formulate the equations of balance for the
temperature Te and the density of electrons A^:

dt h/!Le — NeNok^\e +

d*

(4.3)

(4.4)

Here &quench and keX(. are the rate constants for quenching
and excitation of the resonance levels of the atoms by elec-
tron impact, Ĵ fWe is the coefficient of triple recombination
of electrons and ions, and kian is the rate constant of stepwise
ionization of resonance-excited atoms. This notation auto-
matically takes account of the increased rate of ionization of
the atoms owing to excess concentration of the resonance-
excited atoms above the equilibrium value. The equation of
energy balance (4.3) takes account of the contribution, not
only of processes of quenching and formation of resonance-
excited atoms, but also that of ionization and recombination
processes.

At relatively low values of the electron density, quench-
ing of resonance-excited atoms is not the main channel for
their loss. Therefore the temperature of the electrons in such
a situation is lower than at high values of Ne in a quasi-
steady-state regime. Here the contribution of the last two
terms to the energy balance (4.3) is negligibly small. Upon
employing the principle of detailed balancing, this enables
one to represent this equation in the following form:

-£+£)]• ^
This implies that the characteristic time of establishment of
the equilibrium temperature in a photoresonance plasma is
given by the estimate

Ae2

•Nbk, (4.6)

In a typical situation (7Vb~1015 cm"3, Te~0.3 eV,
Quench ~10~ 7 cmVs. Af~3 eV), we have r t ~ 1 0 " 1 0 s,
which is considerably shorter than the values of the other
characteristic times for establishment of equilibrium in a
photoresonance plasma. Thus, the time of establishment of
the equilibrium value of the electron density can be estimat-
ed on the basis of the equation of balance (4.4), which has
the following form upon allowing for the principle of de-
tailed balancing:

(4.7)

Here Ne0 is the equilibrium value of the electron density as
determined by the equilibrium electron temperature T(). The
characteristic time rN of establishment of the equilibrium
electron density is given by the estimate

For example, in the case A^ s= 10'6 cm"3, Tt ;=0.3 eV, this
yields TN s 4 X 10 ~ 9 s, which is much larger than the time of
establishment of the equilibrium electron temperature, yet
much smaller than the characteristic radiative lifetimes in
the photoresonance plasma.
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We should note that, owing to the sharp dependence of
the triple-recombination constant on the electron tempera-
ture 3f - T -9/2, the state of the PRP is highly critical to the
magnitude of this parameter. In particular, this is indicated
by the results of recent3' detailed experimental studies of a
barium PRP formed by using laser radiation with a wave-
length of 553.55 nm corresponding to the resonance transi-
tion 6s2 'S0-6s 6p 'P°, and with a relatively low intensity
(5-25 kW/cm2 with a pulse duration up to 1/̂ s). These ex-
periments found a rising dependence of the occupancy of the
state 6p 3P2 of barium on the concentration of buffer gas.
Here the stated dependence was sharpest in character when
He was used as the buffer gas. Apparently this feature is
explained by a recombination of mechanism of the occupa-
tion of this state. Adding the buffer gas reduces the electron
temperature owing to processes of elastic electron-atom
scattering, while the efficiency of cooling the electrons is
maximal when one uses the lightest gas—helium. Thus, at a
helium pressure ~ 100 Torr the characteristic time for elec-
tron cooling by elastic collisions amounts to

stimulated emission of a resonance-excited atom, / = pc is
the flux density of the resonance radiation, and p is the den-
sity of resonance photons. The solution of Eq. (4.8) with the
initial condition Nh (t = 0) = 0 has the form

(Here m and M are respectively the masses of the electron
and the atom; fce].iSt ~ 10~* cmVs is the constant of elastic
scattering of an electron by a helium atom). The time that is
obtained is much smaller than the time of recombinative
decay of the plasma for iVc ~ 10l4cm"3and Te -0.2-0.3 eV.
Yet is is much larger than the time of recombinative decay of
a plasma with N, x 10'4 c m ^ and Tc -0.03 eV. This im-
plies that the intensive recombinative decay of the plasma,
which leads to effective occupation of the 3P2 state and other
long-lived excited states of the barium atom, occurs in a time
of the order of that of electron cooling by elastic collisions.
Thus it turns out that the type and amount of the buffer gas
exert a decisive influence on the efficiency of recombinative
occupancy of the excited states of the atom. Primarily this
pertains to the triplet states of the barium atom, which are
characterized by a relatively low efficiency of collisional
mixing with the singlet states that are occupied as a result of
optical excitation.

The time of establishment of the equilibrium density of
resonance-excited states agrees in order of magnitude with
the time of exit of a resonance photon from the plasma,
which is45-53

Here r() is the radiative lifetime of the excited state, k0 is the
absorption coefficient of a photon at the center of the line,
and r is the dimension of the region occupied by the plasma.
For the discussed example with r—0.1 cm, this estimate
yields Tres —10~6 s. That is, the stated time substantially
exceeds the characteristic times of establishment of the elec-
tron temperature and density.

Upon taking account of the expressions written above
for the exit time of the resonance radiation from the plasma,
the equation of balance for the density of resonance-excited
atoms Nh has the form

(4.9)

As we see, the characteristic time of establishment of the
equilibrium value of the concentration of resonance-excited
atoms depends on the intensity of the incident resonance
radiation. When 14 l/rres aKtlm, which corresponds to an in-
tensity of laser radiation of the order of 10 W/cm2,61 this
time is close to rres. In the opposite limiting case (saturation
regime), the stated time is — (/crsUm )~ ' . At intensities ex-
ceeding 100 W/cm2 the time of establishment of the equilib-
rium value of the density of resonance-excited atoms is
smaller than all other characteristic times in the photoreson-
ance plasma.

Heating of the vapor under the action of the laser radi-
ation can cause it to disperse if this vapor exists in the form of
a jet or beam. The characteristic time of dispersal rdisp is
~ r/vth, where uth is the thermal velocity of the atoms. In the
example we are discussing (/-—0.1 cm) we have rdisp ~ 10"s

s. That is, the equilibria discussed above succeed in being
established even in a dispersing plasma.

The heating of the atoms and ions in a photoresonance
plasma results from collisions of electrons with the atoms
and ions to impart energy to the heavy particles. If we as-
sume that this process is governed by elastic collisions of the
electrons and atoms, we have an equation of balance for the
mean energy e of the atoms'53:

(4.8)

Here crabs and crstim are respectively the cross section for
absorption of a resonance photon by an atom and that for

Here m and M are the masses of the electron and the atom,
Te and T are respectively the temperatures of the electrons
and the atoms, v is the velocity of the electrons, v = Nc va* is
the frequency of collisions of atoms with electrons (a* is the
diffusional cross section for scattering of an electron by an
atom), and the averaging is performed over the Maxwell
function of the electrons. This implies that the characteristic
time for equalization of the temperatures of the electrons
and the atoms is of the order of M/mvy. In the discussed
example with ./Ve~10'6 cm""3, upon assuming that
W7*~10"7 cmVs, we find that M/(mvy) ~10~4-10~s s.
That is, this time exceeds the other characteristic times in the
photoresonance plasma. This implies that the temperatures
of the atoms and electrons in the process of existence of the
photoresonance plasma can differ.

The analysis that we have conducted enables us to con-
struct a hierarchy of times in the photoresonance plasma and
to elucidate the character of the establishment of equilibri-
um in it. Here we must bear in mind that usually experiments
to create and study a PRP are performed at saturating inten-
sities of the laser radiation (V> \/TKsastm ), which can be
easily attained at the present state of development of tunable
lasers. In such a situation the formation of the PRP occurs at
constant density of resonance-excited atoms. The initial
electrons are formed by processes of collision of these atoms
with one another and with unexcited atoms. With increasing
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electron density, an ever greater role in the breakdown of
resonance-excited atoms is played by the quenching of these
atoms by electron impact. This is accompanied by an in-
crease in the electron temperature, which continues until the
process of stepwise ionization of atoms by electron impact
becomes substantial. This removes from the electrons the
energy that they acquire by quenching of the excited atoms.
Thus a quasistationary value is established in the plasma of
the electron temperature, and further formation of plasma
electrons results from stepwise ionization of excited atoms
by electron impact at a constant value of this parameter. The
increase in electron density is accompanied by a decrease in
concentration of atoms, and correspondingly, a decrease in
the efficiency of absorption of the laser radiation. At a degree
of ionization of the plasma of the order of unity, mechanisms
of absorption owing to interaction of the radiation with col-
lective degrees of freedom of the plasma102 become more
essential than the discussed mechanism of absorption of the
resonance radiation by individual atoms. In such a situation
one can speak of the conversion of the PRP into a laser plas-
ma.

Besides the collisional mechanisms of excitation and
ionization-of atoms discussed here, more complex mecha-
nisms have been studied in the literature.45 Thus, in Refs. 8
and 97, which first pointed out the important role of quench-
ing of excited atoms by electron impact in the mechanism of
converting the energy of resonance radiation into the energy
of plasma electrons, processes of multiphoton absorption of
laser radiation by atoms were studied as the main mecha-
nism of ionization of atoms, rather than stepwise ionization.
However, this mechanism of ionization leads to an unwar-
rantedly high value of the temperature of the electrons
Tc S 1 eV in a PRP with a high degree of ionization where,
according to the results of numerous measurements,26"16"9

the magnitude of 7"L, is =; 0.3-0.5 eV. Another interesting
mechanism of ionization of a gas in a field of resonance radi-
ation has been studied in Refs. 99 and 100, where the process
of absorption of the energy of the electromagnetic field by
electrons interacting with atoms having a resonance level is
adduced as the fundamental process responsible for the heat-
ing of the electrons in the field of resonance laser radiation.
By starting with the quantum kinetic equation, the authors
were able to obtain the experimentally observed31 depen-
dence of the rate of ionization of Ba atoms on the detuning of
the frequency of the laser radiation with respect to the ener-
gy of the resonance transition. Moreover, this dependence
differs little from the corresponding dependence obtained
under the assumption that ionization mechanisms involving
processes of multiphoton absorption play the decisive role.y?

In this regard we should note that, with the PRP parameters
used in the existing experiments, electron-atom collision
processes lead to formation of a PRP in times small in com-
parison with those measured. Therefore, for analyzing the
real situation, there is no need to seek exotic mechanisms of
ionization in the system. The mechanisms presented above
rather fully describe the formation and establishment of
equilibrium in a PRP.

4.2. Nonideal photoresonance plasmas

Since high electron densities are attained in a photore-
sonance plasma, while the electron temperatures are consid-

erably lower than in a gas-discharge plasma, it is easier to
violate the condition of ideality of the plasma in a photore-
sonance plasma.

Let us analyze a photoresonance plasma from this
standpoint. We shall characterize the degree of nonideality
of the plasma by the plasma parameter"*

(4.10)

This amounts to the ratio of the potential energy at the point
of occurrence of a charge to the characteristic kinetic energy
of the charged particles (rD is the Debye-Hiickel radius). In
analyzing the plasma parameter we shall assume for simpli-
city that the temperatures of the ions and the electrons are
the same. Here the higher the value of the parameter F is, the
more strongly the ideality of the plasma breaks down.

Upon substituting into Eq. (4.10) the known equation
for the Debye-Hiickel radius and using the equilibrium for-
mula of Saha for the electron density Nc, according to which

we can determine the maximum value of the parameter F
that is attained in the equilibrium plasma. This value and the
parameters of the equilibrium plasma corresponding to it are
shown in Table VIII (the lower number in each cell). In a
PRP in which the equilibrium relationship of Saha relates
the electron density to the occupancy of the resonance state
we have

(4.11)

Here we have used the symbols:

/ / — fid) \ /-Y
exP ( TT-)> G =

3/2

go + gh

while the occupancies of the ground and resonance-excited
states are usually associated by the saturation relationship
N0/g0 = Nt /gb, which is valid even at relatively low intensi-
ties of resonance radiation ( <; 103W/cm3). The magnitude
of the electron density at the same temperature is somewhat
higher than in an equilibrium plasma. Thus the value of the
parameter F also proves to be higher. The maximum values
of this parameter calculated under the stated assumptions
for a PRP are presented in the upper row of each of the cells
of Table VIII.7)

As the data of Table VIII imply, breakdown of ideality
of a photoresonance plasma is observed at attainable values
of the parameters. We note the following circumstance that
allows one to control this parameter. In the absence of an
external agent the breakdown of ideality of a plasma acceler-
ates its recombination, which reduces the density of elec-
trons and increases their temperature, i.e., decreases the
plasma parameter F. In a photoresonance plasma we control
the density of resonance-excited atoms under the action of
external radiation, and this creates a certain electron tem-
perature and density in the plasma. Thus the plasma param-
eter is also controlled. Thus, at high enough values of the
intensity of resonance radiation (saturation regime) the oc-
cupancies of the ground and resonance-excited states are
practically equaled out. This can be treated as an effective
lowering of the ionization potential of the atom by an
amount equal to the excitation potential of the resonance
state. This leads to a substantial lowering of the value of F as
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TABLE VIII. Comparison of the parameters of a photoresonance and an equilibrium plasma for
which the value of the plasma parameter T, is maximal. The upper number in each cell corresponds
to the PRP, and the lower to the equilibrium plasma."13

Li:
r
Te, eV

7Ve, cm'3

Na:
r
Te, eV

Ne, cm"-'

K:

r
Te, eV

Ne, cm" '

Rb:

r
Te, eV

Ne, cm"-1 .

Cs:

r
Te, eV

Ne, cm"1

N, CM-3

1 0 "

0,(1165
0,011
(1,27
0,37

7,4-1013

7,7-10"

0,020
0,011
0,23
0,35

7,4-10"
7,7-10"

0,024
0,014
0,21
0,30

7,4-10"
7,7-10"

0,025
0,015
0,20
0,29

7,3-10"
7,7-10"

0,027
0,017
0,19
0,27

7,3-10"
7,7-10"

1015

0,041
0,027
0,31
0,42

6,9-1014

7,4-lOH

0,050
0,029
0,27
0,40

6,9-10"
7,4-1014

0,057
0,036
0,25
0,34

6,8-10"
7,3-10"

0,061
0,038
(1,24
0,33

6,8-10"
7,3-10"

0,066
0,042
0,22
0,31

6,8-10"
7,3-10"

101«

0,096
0,066
0,37
0,49

6,3-1015

6,9-10"

0,12
0,070
0,32
0,46

6,2-10"
6,9-10"

0,13
0,088
0,29
0,40

6,2-10"
6,8-10"

0,14
0,092
0,28
0,39

6,2-lo"
6,8-10"

0,16
0,10
0,26
0,36

6,1-10"
6,8-10"

1 0 1 '

0,22
0,155
0,44
0,57

5,5.10"
6,2-10i«

0,26
0,16
0,38
0,55

5,4-l(l16

6,2-10"

0,30
0,21
0,35
0,47

5,3-10"
6 , M 0 "

0,32
0,22
0,33
0,46

5,2.10"
6,1-10"

0,35
0,24
0,31
0,43

5,2-10"
6,1-10"

1018

0,46
0,35
0,52
0,68

4,3-KH'
5,3-101'

0,56
0,37
0,46
0,65

4,2-101'
5,3-llU'

0,64
0,46
0,41
0,56

4,l-10i'
5,2-10"

0,68
0,48
0,40
0,54

4,0-101'
b,2-1017

0,73
0,52
0,38
0,51

4,0.10"
5,1-101'

compared with the estimate made above. The values of F
calculated for a saturation regime are shown in the bottom
row to Table VIII. As we see by comparing the presented
data, the illumination of an alkali-metal vapor with reso-
nance radiation of strong enough intensity facilitates the
conditions for obtaining a nonideal plasma.

Experimentally a supercooled, dense photoresonance
plasma of sodium with a nonideality parameter F ~ 1 has
been created.S9 A dye laser was used as the source of reso-
nance radiation in this study. Its radiation at A = 589.0 or
589.6 nm was amplified in three amplifying stages. The re-
sulting output energy of resonance radiation reached 50 mJ
with a pulse duration of 25 ns, peak power of 2 MW, and
angular divergence of 2 milliradian. A laser beam with a
transverse cross section of ~ 3 mm2, which corresponds to
an intensity of incident radiation of ; s6x 107W cm"2, was
directed into a cell filled with Na vapor in which a constant
temperature was maintained. The parameters of the photo-
resonance plasma formed here were determined by analyz-
ing the radiation emitted perpendicular to the direction of
propagation of the laser beam. Information on the density of
charged particles in the photoresonance plasma was recon-
structed by processing the results of measurements of the
width and line shift of a large number of the optical transi-
tions of the Na atom. Here the results of the classical theory
of broadening of spectral lines in a plasma were used.90 The
temperature of the electrons was estimated, on the one hand,
on the basis of an estimate of the occupancies of the excited
states of the atom under the assumption of local thermody-

namic equilibrium among these states. On the other hand,
the magnitude of Te was determined from the Saha formula
while using the measured values of the electron density. The
values of the electron temperature estimated by the two
methods differed by about 20%, which lies within the limits
of error of the described experiment. The results of the mea-
surements of the electron density and temperature at differ-
ent instants of time after onset of the pulse of laser irradia-

E 2 -
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0,1-

• ' I ,
- \

i I
" I ' *

•

100
t, ns
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FIG. 16. Dependences of the density (a) and temperature (b) of the
electrons in an Na photoresonance plasma on the time elapsed since the
onset of the laser irradiation pulse. Pulse duration 25 ns, intensity of irra-
diation 6x 107 W/cnr, cross section of the beam at the focus 3 mm. /—
iVN, =8XlOlf lcm-\2—NNa = 4 x l 0 1 6 c m - \
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tion are shown in Fig. 16. According to these measurements,
the photoresonance plasma is characterized by the values
Nc ~ (0.5-2) X 1016 cm"3 and Tc -0.2-0.3 eV. This corre-
sponds to values of the parameter F— 1. This implies that
irradiation of a vapor with resonance radiation is a conven-
ient way to create and study a weakly nonideal plasma,
whose properties at present have been as yet insufficiently
fully studied.

5. OPTOGALVANIC SPECTROSCOPY

5.1. The optogalvanic effect

One of the most important fields of application of the
phenomenon of formation of charged particles upon irradi-
ating a gas with resonance radiation involves the develop-
ment of optogalvanic spectroscopy. This field of contempo-
rary spectroscopy is based on detecting the fact of absorption
of resonance radiation from the change in electrical charac-
teristics of a discharge gap subject to irradiation. The mecha-
nisms of the stated changes include sequences of elementary
processes that result from formation of resonance-excited
atoms, and which lead to a change in the rate of formation of
charged particles. Some of these mechanisms have been dis-
cussed above in connection with the problem of formation of
aPRP.

The optogalvanic effect is of interest in two applied
aspects. First, it can be used to measure optical radiation of a
certain frequency. The merits of this method of measure-
ment involve the simplicity of the measuring apparatus, and
also the sharp resonance character of the response of the
medium to radiation of a certain frequency, which makes
possible absolute calibration of the wavelength of the radi-
ation. Another field of optogalvanic spectroscopy involves
the analysis of the chemical and isotopic composition of mat-
ter. By tuning the frequency of the laser radiation to the
transition of a certain atom or isotope and measuring the
change in electric conductivity of the plasma caused by ab-
sorption of this radiation, the quantity of the given atoms or
isotopes in the gas is established. The methods and advances
of optogalvanic spectroscopy have been presented in detail
in the reviews of Refs. 14, 91-93 and in the literature cited
there. Here we shall analyze some mechanisms of the opto-
galvanic effect and study experiments in which the stated
mechanisms have found the clearest manifestation.

Figure 17 shows a typical diagram of an optogalvanic
experiment. The continuous radiation of the frequency-tun-
able laser / is directed through the modulator 2 into the gas-
discharge tube 3. The high-frequency component of the vol-
tage on the electrodes of the tube is taken from the ballast
resistor 5 through the condenser 6; its presence is due to the

10

FIG. 17. Typical diagram of an optogalvanic experiment. /—tunable la-
ser; 2—modulator; 3—gas-discharge tube; 4—power supply; 5—ballast
resistor; 7—amplifier.

FIG. 18. Energy diagram of the states of the Hg atom participating in
formation of the optogalvanic signal.g4

action on the plasma of the resonance optical radiation. This
is the optogalvanic signal, which is amplified in the amplifier
7 and then recorded with appropriate apparatus. When a
pulsed laser is employed, a modulator is ordinarily not used,
since here the optogalvanic signal is synchronized with the
pulse of laser radiation.

Both the magnitude and the sign of the optogalvanic
signal are determined by the concrete mechanism of action
of the resonance laser radiation on the efficiency of forma-
tion of charged particles. Let us illustrate this with the exam-
ple of one of the recent experimental studies,94 where a
pulsed optogalvanic effect was observed in a low-pressure
mercury discharge. Figure 18 shows an energy diagram of
the states of the Hg atom that participate in forming the
optogalvanic signal. A discharge tube with a current of 10
mA, diameter 19 mm, and length 50 cm, filled with mercury
vapor at a density of 2.5X 1015 cm" ' was subjected to the
action of the radiation of a pulsed laser with a duration of
laser pulse of 10 ms, energy —10~4 J, and wavelength 405,
436, or 546 nm, with a width of the laser line of —0.01 nm.

A result of the experiment being discussed was the de-
pendence of the sign of the optogalvanic effect on the wave-
length of the laser radiation. Namely, using radiation with
A = 546 nm decreased the conductivity of the plasma,
whereas using radiation with A = 436.0 nm or 405.0 nm in-
creased this parameter. This dependence can be explained by
analyzing the kinetics of ionization in a low-pressure mer-
cury discharge. The ionization in such a discharge is step-
wise in character and occurs mainly via the intermediate
states 63PO , 2, which are characterized by rather long life-
times. x) The state 73S,, which is characterized by a lifetime
— 10~8 s, is practically unoccupied and makes no substan-
tial contribution to the mechanism of stepwise ionization of
atoms in the discharge. Therefore the efficiency of ionization
of atoms in a discharge of the type being studied is deter-
mined by the occupancies of the long-lived states 63PO , 2 and
the values of the stepwise-ionization constants for each of
these states. Evidently the ionization constant increases with
increasing energy of the long-lived state. Therefore irradia-
tion of one of the states of the stated group, which leads to
redistribution of the occupancies of these states, causes a
change in the overall efficiency of formation of charged par-
ticles. Thus, when one uses radiation with A = 546 nm, a
fraction of the excited atoms existing in the state 63P2 is
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converted to the state 73S,, whence it transforms by sponta-
neous emission to the states 63POil>2 in a ratio 15:35:50 deter-
mined by the relation between the radiative transition times.
Thus, irradiation of the state 3P2 leads to transition of a frac-
tion of the atoms from this state to the lower-lying levels
characterized by lower values of the rate constant for ioniza-
tion. Thus the overall efficiency of ionization declines, and
concomitantly also the conductivity of the gas-discharge
plasma declines. The opposite situation exits when one uses
radiation with k = 405 and 436 nm, when a fraction of the
atoms is converted to the higher-lying states. This is accom-
panied by an increase in the overall value of the ionization
constant, and hence, in the conductivity of the plasma.

5.2. Laser Isotope analysis

One of the most important fields of application of opto-
galvanic spectroscopy involves the laser isotope analysis of
elements. This method of isotope analysis is incomparably
simpler than the traditionally used mass-spectrometric anal-
ysis, does not require expensive vacuum and high-voltage
equipment, and enables one to reduce substantially the time
for measurement.

Another important advantage of the given method of
isotope analysis of elements involves the high sensitivity of
optogalvanic spectroscopy. To realize it, the amount of
atoms that enter the discharge volume from a hollow cath-
ode as a result of ion bombardment quite suffices.

The development of laser isotope analysis based on op-
togalvanic spectroscopy requires the development of acces-
sible frequency-tunable dye lasers with a width of the laser
line smaller than the isotope shift of the elements. Although
this problem is still far from complete solution, already one
can present a number of examples of successful use of the
optogalvanic effect for isotope analysis of elements.

One of the most interesting examples of this type is Ref.
95, where the isotope composition of uranium was estab-
lished by optogalvanic spectroscopy. The source of radiation
in this study was a single-mode tunable dye laser (rhoda-
mine 6G) of power up to 100 mW, and with active frequency
stabilization. The laser radiation was modulated with an
electrooptic modulator at the frequency of 30 kHz. The ex-
periments employed a discharge in a hollow cathode, for
which tubes made of metallic uranium were used, either of
natural composition, or of uranium enriched in the isotope
235U. The ballast resistance for the discharge was 2 kft, pres-
sure of buffer gas (Xe) was 0.3 Torr, and the discharge cur-
rent could be varied from 12 to 40 mA.

The isotope composition of uranium of natural origin
was determined by irradiating the discharge tube with a laser
beam with X = 591.54 nm (transition 5L^ -»7M7) that was
tunable in the region of absorption for the isotopes 238U and
235U and able to resolve the hyperfine structure of the stated
transition.

Figure 19 shows the spectrum of the optogalvanic sig-
nal, which amounts to the change in the voltage across the
ballast resistance under the action of the laser radiation. The
partial isotope composition of natural uranium was found by
processing this spectrum to be 235U/23ltU = 0.68 + 0.06%;
"4U/23XU = 0.017 + 0.005%, which agrees well with the
results of mass-spectrometric measurements (0.725 and
0.0055%). The isotope composition of U enriched in the
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FIG. 19. Spectrum of the optogalvanic signal observed'*5 upon irradiating
U vapor of natural isotopic composition with the beam of a tunable laser
(/I = 591.54 nm) in the region of the transition 5L" — 7M7.

isotope 235U was analyzed analogously. As an analysis of the
experimental results obtained in the study showed, the de-
scribed method enables one to detect admixtures of isotopes
in a specimen at the level of 10~4% with a concentration of
this admixture in the discharge of ~ 106 cm~\

6. CONCLUSION

As we can see from the materials presented in this re-
view, the heightened attention paid in recent years to studies
of methods of generation and of the physical properties of
photoresonance plasmas is quite justified. A photoresonance
plasma is an interesting physical object whose properties are
determined by the multitude of elementary and kinetic pro-
cesses that occur in it. Therefore the study of the properties
of PRPs enriches our knowledge of the mechanisms of colli-
sional processes that involve excited and highly excited
atoms. By irradiating a gas with resonance radiation one can
create a supercooled plasma with a rather high degree of
ionization. In a plasma of this type one can attain values of
the nonideality parameter close to unity. This makes it possi-
ble to use a PRP to study the effect of multiparticle interac-
tions of charged particles on the electrical and thermody-
namic properties of the plasma.

Studies of PRPs are not only of scientific, but also of
important applied significance. Primarily this involves the
realization and application of the optogalvanic effect, the
essence of which lies in the change in the electrical param-
eters of a plasma subjected to the action of resonance radi-
ation. The optogalvanic effect, which enables one to detect
small admixtures of elements and isotopes in a gas easily and
with high sensitivity, is used also for stabilizing the frequen-
cy of tunable lasers based on solutions of organic dyes, on
semiconductors, and on crystals with color centers, to study
the kinetics of a nonequilibrium plasma, to study elementary
processes in a plasma and in a gas, to detect radiation having
a certain wavelength, etc.

The frontier of studies of photoresonance plasmas con-
tinues to expand. The authors of this review hope that their
publication will foster heightened activity of studies in this
field and help the broad circle of readers of the journal to
draw a correct picture of this interesting physical object.

"We note that the values of the rate constants (cross sections) of the
process (2.4) obtained in different experimental arrangements differ
among themselves over a range of 1-2 orders of magnitude. As was estab-
lished by the authors of Ref. 65, who analyzed this problem in detail, the
stated discrepancy is explained by the difference in the velocity distribu-
tions of the excited atoms under the differing experimental conditions.

2lWe note that, e.g., for a broadening of the 3-S,/2 ^ 3 2 P l / 2 resonance line
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in sodium, this criterion has the form 10 > A« > 5 x 10' s '.
3lUnder the real conditions of a photoresonance plasma the condition of

applicability of Eq. (3.10) may not be fulfilled. However, it can be used
as an estimate. The other limiting case for the process (3.9) corresponds
to the situation in which the atom A** exists in a Rydberg state. Here we
have Kum = Kquclmh, where A"qucnch is the rate constant of quenching of a
resonance-excited atom by electron impact [see Table IV, Eq. (3.6) ].

4lWe note that the presented results are valid in the region of applicability
of the impact theory of broadening of spectral lines (3.4). In the region of
applicability of the quasistatic theory of broadening the presented data
can serve as a good estimate.

"We note that these and other conditions imposed on the parameters of a
low-temperature plasma in various situations have been treated in detail
in the books of Refs. 45 and 53.

6lThe numerical estimates pertain to the characteristic parameters of a
photoresonance plasma of an alkali metal.

7lWe note that, since the calculation was performed by formulas that hold
for an ideal plasma, these data are in the nature of estimates. Actually, it
was assumed in the calculation that the excited states are weakly occu-
pied, the degree of ionizaion of the plasma is low, and the decrease in the
ionization potential of the plasma was not taken into account. Moreover,
we must bear in mind that, according to the result of the estimate made
here, the value P ~ 1 is reached under conditions in which the degree of
ionization of the plasma is close to unity. This also compels us to treat the
presented calculation as an estimate.

*'A characteristic of the rate of decay of the resonance state 6'P, is the
effective lifetime. Owing to the effect of radiation trapping, this value is
2-3 orders of magnitude greater than the intrinsic lifetime of this level
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